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Philly Valentines
6:59
Scenes from the Italian Market, a street festival,
some Philly girls, and a couple of rowdy parades.

Lancashire Love Song
4:11
A salute to Salford and Manchester, with Granddad and
kids on the fiddle in repurposed footage (c 1995).

WWII Weekend/Part 1 of 5
8:22
This semi-educational, mostly entertaining video naïvely
summarizes the reasons why The War happened.

Love Song #3 [XYU]
0:43
A live reading set to music related to the subject’s
cadence and theme in this poetry collection promo.

Cali Dreaming Mashup
3:23
Sam Spade gets down with Tom Polhaus while Brigid
O’Shaughnessy gets her new bling on in this updated ending.

Come Back From San Francisco
3:02
“It can’t be all that pretty” is the line used to get her
man back to New York City. She is wrong, though. It is.

Dramatic Ending
4:37
If The Bard were alive today, would he have compared
Election 2012 to Agincourt? If so, mayhap t’would goest thus.

Global Deejays - SFO
8:14
No Petula Clark music is featured in this wild eyed, fast
paced and trippy visit to Lower Haight and San Francisco.

A Kick In The Head At The Mob Museum
2:52
Upbeat or just beat up. It’s got Lucky and Dino, and illegal
vino. It’s got goodfellas and many badfellas. It’s a quick tour
of the Mob Museum in Fabulous-Las-Vegas-Nevada.

Ivory Tower (Occupy This)
6:34
Social commentary set to original music and lyrics:
We are the People, we got the Power; not The Man sitting
in his Ivory Tower.

SunsetAngelenos Mashup
3:47
The birth and death of the Hollywoodland Sign is the
backdrop for this under-four-minute reimagined plot
summary of Sunset Boulevard.

Modern Day Hustla
5:23
In this original song, the Tsaritsa raps about “tryin’ to get
that dough” in a tough job market.
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Shown here are two DVDs
commemorating very
different events within a
company’s life cycle.
One 18-minute movie celebrates a
jubilant corporate milestone, and was
mailed to 5,000 employees during an
important anniversary year, while,
sadly, the other captures the essence
of the memorial service of a well-loved
and long-serving employee, created
for those members of her family in
The Netherlands unable to attend,
and translates simply as “for Els.”
Neither of these videos
are available on YouTube.
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